
 We contribute to 
your cows’ welfare
Our cow brushes do not simply enable your cows to groom 
themselves. Cow brushing increases blood circulation reduces risks 
of skin disease and -conditions. Access to cow brushes enhances 
welfare and reduces stress, which in turn has a positive impact on 
milk yield.
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From car wash to cow brush
KVIA is a family-run business and has been manufacturing brushes 
since 1981. We began producing stainless-steel lorry and bus 
washing systems in Copenhagen, before moving our production to 
Vejle. 

In 2014, at the request of various companies in the agricultural 
sector, we embarked on a new venture to design a different kind 
of brush, a cow brush. We were presented with three significant 
principles and important elements for the design:

1. Brushes must be suspended, attached, fitted and secured to  

    avoid falling

2. Safe, secure, and unbreakable circuit boards

3. All connecting cables must be fitted securely to avoid breakage

    and damage. 

In association with experienced farmers, we were instructed and 
recommended that all brushes should be attached to a universal 
joint, to safeguard collapsing. In addition to this, the brush should 
also guarantee free movement and flow for top performance.  We 
then designed our very first cow brush – Karoline - which looks pretty 
much the same today. Later came Molly, Otto and Nora.

To find out more, visit kvia.dk

Your cows have something to 
look forward to
Invest in KVIA cow brushes if you want cow brushes that will last. 
Our cow brushes are manufactured in accordance with sustainable 
principles. All KVIA cow brushes are made of stainless steel and feature 
an energy-saving motor and a helical gear, which drives the brush with 
an impressive 98% efficiency. In addition, all brushes have a unique, 
energy-saving control system.

Did you know that access to rotat-
ing brushes, enhances cows’ welfare 
which has a positive impact on the milk 
yield?

Professional advice on high-
quality cow brushes
We will provide you with all the highest professional advice you 
require, enabling you to choose the perfect brush solution to suit 
your cows and the size and arrangement of your cowshed. 



 The Molly Cow Brush
– the cow brush for 
in-depth grooming

Molly performs perfectly and has it all. Molly is designed to groom 
intensively and in-depth. The round cone shape of the Molly brush 
grooms each side, while the top brush grooms the head, back and tail 
area. Molly delivers in-depth grooming of the pin bones and tail head. 
The intensive brushing reduces risks of skin disease and -conditions. 
Several cows can enjoy Molly simultaneously. The size and low weight of 
the brush makes it easy for cow to balance the brush.

Molly starts via a motion sensor when the cow pushes the brush. The 
brush stops automatically when it has not been activated for 50 seconds. 
After each start-up, the brush changes rotational direction. This feature 
extends the wear and tear of the brush elements. Overload protection 
ensures the brush stopping in the event of a cow tail becoming 
entangled in the brush. To power the brush, simply plug Molly into an 
ordinary earthed socket (230 volts).

 The Nora Cow Brush
- a non-motorized cow brush

Nora is suitable for all dairy cows and heifers. Nora complies with Danish 
legislation - Rotating Brushes for Dairy Cattle.

Nora performs superbly when dairy cows or heifers use the brush by 
pushing it. The brush responds and rotates accordingly.  The flexible 
universal joint enables the cow or heifer to be groomed from all directions, 
and several animals can use the brush simultaneously.

We designed Nora with quality and sustainability in mind. The structure 
and brush shaft are made with components that guarantee a long-lasting 
brush, with low maintenance costs. Nora is made of stainless steel and 
installed with a strong universal joint. Nora has no motor, and no plug-in 
connection cables.

The Nora brush can be used for dairy cows, heifers, horses, goats and 
sheep, for optimal coat care and enhanced animal welfare.

 

 The Karoline Cow Brush 
– the perfect all-round 

cow brush for dairy cows 
and heifers

 Karoline is perfect for all cows, whatever size, and is particularly 
suitable for heifers. Karoline was designed for optimal grooming. The 
hourglass shape of this brush, grooms the head, back, tail and sides. 

The result is a very clean and shiny coat. Several
 cows can enjoy Karoline simultaneously. The size and low weight of the 

brush makes it easy for the cow to balance the brush.

Karoline starts via a motion sensor when the cow pushes the brush. The 
brush stops automatically when it has not been activated for 50 seconds. 

After each start-up, the brush changes rotational direction. This feature 
extends the wear and tear of the brush elements. Overload protection 

ensures the brush stopping in the event of a cow tail becoming 
entangled in the brush. To power the brush, simply plug Karoline into an 

ordinary earthed socket (230 volts).

The Otto Cow Brush
– a superb brush and perfect when space 
is limited

We designed Otto for cowsheds where space is limited. Otto is 
suitable for both dairy cows and heifers. Otto provides excellent 
grooming, focusing on the head, back, and tail, resulting in a fresh 
and shiny coat. Otto provides in-depth grooming of the head, tail 
area and pin bones. The meticulous brushing prevents many forms 
of skin conditions.

Otto starts via a motion sensor when the cow pushes the brush. 
The brush stops automatically when it has not been activated 
for 90 seconds. After each start-up, the brush changes 
rotational direction. This feature extends the wear and tear 
of the brush elements. Overload protection ensures the
 brush stopping in the event of a cow tail becoming 
entangled in the brush. To power the brush, simply 
plug Otto into an ordinary earthed socket (230 volts).

      Specifications:

 • Tail protection – in case of overload, brushes change direction  
  and rotate twice

 • Stainless-steel structure and brush bearing

 • Low energy – saves 50-66% in comparison with similar brushes  
  on the market
 
 • Easy maintenance

 • Frequency control with soft start/stop function

 • Changes rotational direction with each start-up

 • Extended 2-year warranty period on the technical components

 • Quick and easy brush replacement

Your cows have something to 
look forward to
Invest in KVIA cow brushes if you want cow brushes that will last. 
Our cow brushes are manufactured in accordance with sustainable 
principles. All KVIA cow brushes are made of stainless steel and feature 
an energy-saving motor and a helical gear, which drives the brush with 
an impressive 98% efficiency. In addition, all brushes have a unique, 
energy-saving control system.

Did you know that access to rotat-
ing brushes, enhances cows’ welfare 
which has a positive impact on the milk 
yield?

 
We ensure quality so 
that you get more time, 
time to care for your 
cows
If you are looking for a long-lasting cow brush, a KVIA cow brush is the perfect 
choice. We believe that you should spend your time on your cows instead of 
on your cow brushes.

KVIA cow brushes are produced with top quality materials and components, 
and we guarantee you an energy-saving and long-lasting cow brush. We 
produce our cow brushes in stainless steel. All our brushes are robust, 
vigorous, and match the harsh environment of the cowshed. The motor 
and helical gear are fixed on a bracket that does not swing with the brush, 
thereby preventing broken cables. A KVIA cow brush uses 50-66% less 
power in comparison to similar brushes on the market and requires minimum 
maintenance.


